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Abstract

A physics, engineering, and costing study has been con
ducted to explore the feasibility of a relativistic-klystron two
beam-accelerator system as a power source candidate for a
1TeV linear collider. We present a point design example which
has acceptable transverse and longitudinal beam stability prop
erties. Preliminary 'bottom-up' cost estimate yields the full
power source system at less than 1 billion dollars. The overall
efficiency for rfproduction is estimated to be 36%.

Introduction

As a power source candidate for linear colliders, two-beam
accelerators [1] (TEA) have the inherent advantage of very
high efficiency for power conversion from drive beam to rf.
In addition, induction-linac-based TBA's have favorable
scalings with high frequencies (~ 11.4 GHz) and high acceler
ating gradients (~100MV/m). Recentreacceleration experi
ments [2] have successfully demonstrated bunched beam trans
port through 2 reacceleration induction cells and 3 traveling
wave extraction cavities for a total rf output of over 200 MW.
The phase and amplitude were shown to be stable over a sig
nificant portion of the beam pulse.

The technical challenges for making TBA's into realizable
power sources lie in the dynamics of the drive-beam which
must propagate over long distances. In particular, the beam
break-up instability through a long multi-cavity relativistic
klystron version (RK-TBA) is known to be severe. While BBU
suppression techniques have been successfully demonstrated
for a few cavities, a scenario with acceptable BBU control
over many traveling-wave cavities must be constructed. Simi
larly, the longitudinal stability of the rf bunches over a multi
cavity TBA must be demonstrated. In addition to technical
feasibility, a case for economic attractiveness is no less essen
tial for the viability of the TBA as a power source.

* Work supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High En
ergy Physics, of the US Department of Energy under contract(s) No.
AC03-76SFOOO98 at Berkeley and W-7405-ENG-48 at Livermore.
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With these general considerations in mind, we propose a
new version of the RK-TBA which has acceptable longitudi
nal and transverse beam stability, as well as low cost and high
efficiency. A systems study, including physics and engineer
ing designs, as well as 'bottom-up' costing, has been conducted
for a point design example with the RK-TBA as a power source
for a 1 TeV center-of-mass linear collider [3].

RK-TBA Architecture

To generate an unloaded gradient of 100MV1m in the high
gradient structures, the TBAmust supply 360 MW ofrfpower
at 11.4 GHz every 2 meters. The output rf field is specified to
have a 100 ns linear rise followed by 200 ns flat-top. The
repetition rate is 120 Hz. To power a 15 kID long collider (7.5
kID for each arm), we propose an architecture with 50 RK
TBA units, each 300 m long, operating at an average drive
beam energy of 10 MeV, with an average current of 600 amps
over the duration of the pulse, and a reacceleration gradient of
300kV/m.

The front end of each RK-TBA unit consists of a 1.5 kA
injector, followed by an rf chopper at 2.5 MeV, and an 'adia
batic capture' unit in which the chopped beam (average cur
rent 600 A) is accelerated to 10 MeV and further bunched
with idler cavities in preparation for injection into the main
TBA. To enhance the efficiency of the TBA system, an 'after
burner' at the end of the main TBA continues to extract rf
power through 12 successive output cavities before deposit
ing the spent beam (average beam energy < 3 MeV) at the
beam dump. The overall efficiency (drive-beam to rf) of each
RK-TBA unit is 90%. The 10% loss is shared among the beam
loss on the chopper (3.7%), beam dump (2.8%), andrf gener
ated in the induction cells (3.5%).

The new RK-TBA design is based on the technology of
long-pulse (- microseconds) induction machines thathave been
studied over the last 18 years for heavy ion fusion applica
tions [4]. The magnetic material used in this design is Metglas,
which can accomodate a large flux swing of nearly 3 T before
saturation. The induction cores can therefore be made quite
compact. Commercial applications of this material over the
last few years have led to dramatic reductions in the cost of
Metglas. The small Metglas cores, when combined with low
field (800 Gauss) pennanent magnets for qudrupole focusing,
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Fig. 2 Power extraction from 150-cavities in one unit of RK-TBA.
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errors must be less than 0.3% and energy variations from head
to tail must have comparable accuracies. These requirements
can be relaxed hopefully with feedback.

There is another low frequency BBU mode associated with
the induction gaps that must be controlled. The relatively low
current of600 Amps, combined with the Landau damping that
occurs naturally because of the energy spread in the rf buck
ets, have led again to simulated BBU growth of about
4 e-folds (see Figure 4). To achieve this low growth, the in
duction gaps were designed for maximal dipole de-Qing, us
ing the induction cavity design code AMOS [7].

Fig. I 2-m module in the main TBA.
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A fIrst engineering and costing exercise for the full TBA
system has been performed. The electrical design includes all
components starting from the AC power distribution system,
to the DC power supplies, the command resonant charging
system, the pulse forming networks, and the induction cores.
Racks and installation, as well as instrmnentation and control,
were included in this exercise. The mechanical design and
costing includes details of the induction cells, rf structures,
vacuum. alignment, and utilities. Costs were estimated with
a 'bottom-up' approach, assuming mass production procedures
for fabrication and assembly. Our preliminary cost estimate
for theTBA-based power source fora 1TeV em linearcollider
is $S82M. This estimate does not include conventional facili
ties. ED&L or any institutional overhead. The overall effi
ciency of the system (wall plug to rf) is estimated to be 36%.

Beam Dynamics

and small beam pipes (5 an diameter), have led to a compact
induction cell design whose transverse diameter is about
34 em - much smaller than any of the previously known in
duction cell designs. A schematic of a 2-m module which is
repeated -150 times in the main TBA is shown in Figure 1.

The pulse power for the induction cells is a low voltage
system. The induction cores consist of small 20 kV units,
powered by pulse forming networks (PFN's) switched by ce
ramic thyratrons. Power is fed into the PFN's via OC power
supplies and command-resonant-charging systems. The low
voltage design bypasses step-up transformers with associated
losses. The main losses in this system are associated with
core currents in the induction cells. The overall efficiency of
the pulse power system (wall plug to drive-beam) is estimated
to be 40%.

The rfextraction cavities are located every 2 meters. Present
designs center around traveling-wave structures with 3 induc
tively detuned rfcells, with an inner radius of8 mID. A pair of
iris-waveguide structures in the last cell are matched for power
extraction.

Longitudinally, beams will debunch because of space
charge and rf-induced energy spread. To counter these
debunching effects, the rf output cavities are inductively
detuned. This is accomplished by making the phase velocity
of the 3-cell traveling-wave-strueture faster than the velocity
of the particles (vp=1.33 c). The particle bunch lags behind
the decelerating crest of the wave, and the energy loss be
comes phase dependent, with the particles at the bunch tail
losing the least energy. Kinematics lead to a 'catching up' of
the tail with the bunch front and sub~uentsynchrotron os
cillation in stable rf buckets. I-D PIC simulations with a
coupled cavity circuit model [5] show stable propagation
through 150 cavities (Figure 2). For comparison, cavities with
no inductive detuning are shown to result in particle
debunching after a few cavities.

A key design feature of the present TBA is that the beta
tron period is exactly equal to the spacing between adjacent
output cavities. This 'betatron-node' scheme leads to mini
mal beam offset at the rf cavities. Excitation of the HEM11

mode at 14 GHz is drastically reduced as a result. Transverse
dynamics have been modeled with a beam-breakup code [6]
that includes both cmnulative and regenerative effects, and
the results are shown in Figure 3. Past experiences in the de- §:
sign of induction accelerators have shown that BBU growth ~
of4 to 5 e-folds is acceptable. The cavity parameters for these ...
simulations were obtained from URMEL and MAFIA. For ~
an 8-mm radius cells, a natural de-Qing of the dipole mode ({.
occurs because of the coupling to the TE11 mode in the beam
pipe.

The betatron-node scheme imposes constraints on the ac
curacy of the focusing fields and beam energy. Sensitivity
studies to this point indicate that without feedback the field
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Fig. 4 Low frequency BBU growth, with and without Landau
damping.
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